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Our Specialty: Memories
Made Ready in Minutes
You may remember your high school or college yearbooks. You
probably even still have them. What you may not realize is how
much the production process of these classic keepsakes has changed
over the years.
At Herff Jones, we have been serving
the education market for more
than 100 years. Today, one of our
principal businesses is printing yearbooks for schools at all
academic levels. Operating out
of three plants, we produce three
million yearbooks annually in average runs of 525 copies using offset
and digital equipment.
Yearbook printing continues to be a seasonal business, but over
time, the production window has become narrower. School schedules change, and our customers are always looking for opportunities to include more memories. This is something we empower
them to do with our eDesign and Y is for Yearbook services: webbased solutions that let students and teachers design their own
yearbooks online for file preflighting, printing, and binding by us.
In a short-run, fast-turnaround workflow like ours, efficiency is
everything—particularly when it comes to press makeready. In
our peak demand periods, every minute that can be saved in plate
changing is valuable. The one-cylinder-at-a-time routine of older
presses is no longer the most efficient approach.
We know that when we plate jobs for printing on our eight-color
Speedmaster XL 106, we will steer clear of makeready bottlenecks.
On this press, we can change all eight plates simultaneously within
a few minutes—a pace that lets us move swiftly from one job to the
next. During printing, the XL 106’s Prinect Inpress Control inline
sheet inspection allows our skilled operators to concentrate on
printing beautiful sheets at full productivity.
As a hybrid print provider, we offer customers a choice of offset or
digitally printed yearbooks. We have found that offset is a desirable,
and in some cases, the preferred method of printing higher volumes, especially when makeready times are kept to a minimum for
runs that require the highest quality, guaranteed.
Technology from Heidelberg gives us that assurance. As a yearbook
printer might say, it helps us “go to the head of the class” in our
niche market—and enjoy every minute!
Doug McWilliams
Vice President – Operations
Herff Jones, LLC
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HEIDELBERG
REBRAND
Heidelberg Brand Update:
The Colors of Our Capability

Your company has a “brand”: an identity that
tells your customers, your competitors, and
the world at large what your business stands
for and how it operates. As companies evolve,
so do their brands. While colors and images
change, brand promises don’t. I’d like to share
with you some of the thinking behind the
changes you will begin to notice in our brand.
We’re still the company you know, but we
want you to know the whole story about how
Heidelberg has changed. As a company, we’re
no longer strictly about equipment. Although
making the world’s best printing machinery
is still a foundation of our brand identity, our
main focus is on productivity. By that we
mean your productivity: the competition-beating levels of uptime and output we can help
you achieve with our equipment, workﬂows,
consumables, and services.

Now with the broadest portfolio we have
ever offered our customers, we needed
to make some adjustments in our brand
communication strategy. You will begin
to see these changes in future issues of
Heidelberg Direct and in other forms of
brand messaging from us between now
and our appearance at the next drupa
trade expo in 2016.

But, it’s about much more than just tweaking color. Behind the new imagery is our
determination to make it easier for you to
understand everything we have to offer your
business. We’ll make it equally easy for
you to access these products and services
whenever you need them—our aim is to
make sure Heidelberg’s global network of
customer support is always at your service.

Each color in our new logo denotes the
three pillars of Heidelberg’s brand proposition to its customers: yellow for Services;
blue for Equipment; and green for Consumables. We’ve made our offerings easier to
distinguish but still clearly recognizable as
interlinked components of the overall
Heidelberg portfolio.

Our promise to you remains
as committed as ever. I
welcome your feedback.
—Jürgen Grimm,
President, Heidelberg Americas.
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“On the Horizon”

Your guide to the latest problem-solving innovations in equipment, software, supplies, and

SERVICES
THE SYSTEMSERVICE PORTFOLIO
CONSULTING
1. Performance Data
Analysis
2. Performance Review
3. On-Site Evaluation
4. Program Design
5. Process Analysis
6. Lean Implementation
7. Workﬂow Optimization
8. Print Shop IT Services
9. Material Flow
10. KPI Development
11. Investment Consulting
12. SOP Implementation

THE OPPORTUNITY

Heidelberg now offers a path to success for every shop, based
on three foundations:
• Well maintained machinery
• Highly skilled operators
• A disciplined, proﬁt-focused management strategy

THE SOLUTION

To achieve your success, use the building blocks in Heidelberg’s Systemservice
portfolio: reorganized, comprehensive, and easy to access.
• Consulting Services
• Performance Services
• Technical Services

THE SPECIAL FEATURES

All Heidelberg services aim to increase output, reduce waste, and provide a
basis for improved proﬁtability.
• 12 targeted services in each category
• Flexibility to pick and choose the right ones for your shop, or
• Select a bundle: Heidelberg Performance Package, Systemservice 12, 26, 36plus,
or Heidelberg Performance Plus

THE VALUE-ADDING ADVANTAGES

With Heidelberg services, you set speciﬁc goals that lead to measurable ROI.
• Learn to use Key Performance Indicators (KPI), Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE), and other manufacturing metrics
• Monitor your processes and train your personnel for continuous improvement
• Benchmark your progress with the help of Heidelberg experts

THE FULL STORY

To learn more, call (888) 472-9655 or visit bit.ly/HEIservices
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PERFORMANCE
1. Operator Evaluation
2. Color Theory Training
3. Maintenance Training
4. Prinect Press
Optimization
5. Print Color
Management
6. Coater/Sprayer/Dryer
7. Sheet Travel Training

8. Press Console Training
9. Color Quality
Certiﬁcation
10. Performance Support
11. Extended Gamut
Training
12. Makeready Training
TECHNICAL
1. Parts Coverage
2. Repair Coverage
3. Maintenance
Inspection
4. Expert Support
5. Global Expert Network
24/7
6. Remote Diagnosis
7. Remote Monitoring
8. Software Maintenance
9. Fitness Check
10. Print Register
Evaluation
11. Performance Check
12. Equipment Relocation

services from Heidelberg, the industry’s only all-in-one provider of solutions for graphic production.

PRESS AND CONSUMABLES
THE OPPORTUNITY

Needed: The next level of quality and consistency
in inline coating.
• Must represent a technical advance over coating with
conventionally engraved anilox rollers
• Must be compatible with all types of on-press coating
(aqueous, UV, etc.)

THE SOLUTION

Saphira Anilox Roller GTT is that breakthrough: an improved
coating technology that produces truly superior results while
using less coating.
• Patented solution available only from Heidelberg
• Unique roller properties assure highly efﬁcient coating
• Can be installed on Speedmaster SM/SX 52, SM/SX 74,
CD/XL 75, CD/CX 102, and XL 105/106

THE SPECIAL FEATURES

GTT (genetic transfer technology) laser engraving creates
S-shaped open channels in the roller surface instead of
anilox cells.
• Coating ﬂows smoothly and completely onto the substrate
• Pinholing and “orange peel” effects are minimized
• Gloss and matte-gloss jobs look better

THE VALUE-ADDING ADVANTAGES

Coating with Saphira Anilox Roller GTT is economical, stable,
and reliable.
• Better dispersion and coverage for reduced coating
consumption
• Fewer roller changes
• Easier cleaning
• Users report an average savings of 16% in current
consumables

THE FULL STORY

For more information, please contact your Heidelberg
Consumables Representative.

PRESS
THE OPPORTUNITY

Take color measurement and
register accuracy of short runs
with frequent job changeovers to
the next level.
• The press can’t stop, so
monitoring and correction have
to be fully automatic.
• Waste due to color and
register errors must be held
to a minimum.

THE SOLUTION

Prinect Inpress Control 2
is the next generation of
Heidelberg’s highly successful
inline spectrophotometric
measurement system.
• Faster measuring and
adjustment cuts makeready time
and waste by an additional 30%
over Prinect Inpress Control 1.
• Can be installed on
Speedmaster press series
XL 75, SX 102, CX 102, XL 106,
XL 145, and XL 162.

THE SPECIAL FEATURES
Measuring device in the ﬁnal
printing unit communicates
directly with the Prinect press
console and Prinect Pressroom
Manager workﬂow.

• The system automatically
measures process colors, spot
colors, and register in the print
control strip at any speed.
• Color and register corrections
take place on the ﬂy, without
press stops or manual
intervention.

THE VALUE-ADDING
ADVANTAGES

Enhancements add even more
efﬁciency to production with
Prinect Inpress Control 2.
• The system now can measure
metallized and transparent
substrates with opaque white
underneath the control strip.
• Handheld spectrophotometer
and Netproﬁler software let
shops check and recalibrate
color values to minimize
deviation.

THE FULL STORY

For more information, please visit bit.ly/Inpress2
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Profitable Print:

How Much
Should It
Cost?
By Anthony Thirlby

How do we make money in
the printing industry? To put
it another way: if we think we
are making money, do we know
why? If we seem to be profitable,
where exactly are the profits
coming from?
Many of the answers I hear can
be pretty vague. In some cases,
the questions aren’t being asked
in the first place. There’s a gap
in our understanding of the business fundamentals of what we
do—and it can be dangerous to
the health of any printing firm.
Part of the problem in business
is failing to see the bigger picture of cost center recovery (job
costing). For example, no one
would dispute that if a printing
company wants to make money,
it needs to keep its presses fully
booked with jobs. The mistake
is focusing only on the press as
the sole cost center, when every
other function that touches the
job also affects margin. If the
workload isn’t balanced among
all cost centers, margins suffer.
Printers naturally are more confident when they are producing
a lot of suitable products for
their operational platform, but
the number of jobs isn’t the cru6 • Issue 45 • 2015

cial thing—it’s the continuity of
the workflow in which they are
produced. Inevitably, handling
jobs as a series of individual
events wastes time and more
importantly, erodes margin. One
way to make operational performance more continuous and
cost-efficient is to batch-produce
using standardized formats,
stocks, and ink sets.

even non-existent. Only by recovering costs across the entire
spectrum of manufacturing can
you be certain that your work
is making more money than
you are spending to produce it.
Ultimately, what you are selling is time—and every minute
of it must make a contribution,
across all departments and
production cost centers.

This technique is applicable to
more product types than people
sometimes realize; but, whatever
you can do to minimize interruptions and press tweaks between
jobs will improve your performance and protect your profits.
Job and product transition can
unlock double-digit margin by
simply looking at your overall
value proposition and evaluating
the mix of work your business
does now and can attract in the
future. The process control will
highlight the holy grail of your
production “sweet spot.”

Boring is Good!

No matter how busy you are,
your capacity must always work
for you, not against you. Just
having volume doesn’t assure
that job margins will be satisfactory, because “margin” can be
a relative term. The margins on
individual jobs may be slim or

Consistency, continuity, and
transparency are the cardinal
virtues of a well-run and profitable printing business. Living
up to these core aspects means
basing every business decision
on facts, not emotion. Your objective is to produce at the lowest operating cost for the highest
return on selling price. You can
achieve it by providing everyone
on your management team with
a set of numbers that clarifies
their understanding of cost impacts and helps them validate
key operational decisions.
Having a comprehensive and
flexible management information
system is a must, because your
need for updated job and cost
data will be continuous. A platform-wide business audit may

also be in order. For example,
Heidelberg’s Performance Plus
program drills deep into every
aspect of production management to find savings opportunities that can be measured in
hundreds of hours and hundreds
of thousands of dollars.
Printing never was and isn’t now
an easy business to be in. Many
of our markets are mature, buyers are savvier than ever, and
pressure on margins is intense.
Still, there’s no need to give
away beautiful print for free.
Concentrate on understanding
the cost impact of everything
that takes place in the production sequence, and then bear
down on eliminating the costs
that are needlessly eroding your
margins. Then, the financial results you want will be yours.
Anthony Thirlby is Managing
Director of AHT Consultancy &
Chief Operating Officer of Pureprint Group.
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Heidelberg
Postpress Update:

New Partnership,
Same Value

The big news for our folding-carton customers is Heidelberg’s strategic collaboration with Masterwork Machinery, one of the world’s
foremost providers of converting equipment for packaging production. Masterwork Machinery now is the manufacturing source of
Promatrix and Easymatrix diecutting and embossing systems (manufactured in Masterwork Machinery’s main industrial site in Tianjin)
as well as Diana X and Diana Smart folding carton gluers (from the
Nové Mesto plant).
Heidelberg will continue to support all Diana installations worldwide with parts and service, so there will be no change for current
or prospective customers.
The partnership with Masterwork Machinery lets us broaden our offerings in postpress packaging, including a greater number of entrylevel options. A preview of the new product range was presented
at the Masterwork Machinery booth at Graph Expo 2015. There, we
showed the Promatrix 106 CS, a diecutting and embossing system
for short to medium runs at speeds up to 8,000 sheets per hour.
We also announced the new Easymatrix, a diecutter for shops ready
to take the next step up from diecutting on their Heidelberg Cylinder

Heidelberg’s postpress portfolio has been redefined over the
last 15 months. The result is a strong and flexible business
unit focused on four main product categories:
1. Stahlfolder folders, manufactured by Heidelberg
in Germany
2. High-speed cutting systems from our German
partner POLAR
3. Diecutters from our newest partner in postpress,
Masterwork Machinery Co. of China
4. Continuation of Diana folding carton gluers, developed
by Masterwork Machinery in Neuss, Germany and
manufactured in Nové Mesto, Slovakia—the same plant
where the line has been produced for many years.
The realigned structure continues to support our customers
in commercial and packaging printing with the very best in
postpress equipment, parts, and service.

and Windmill letterpresses. With their automation features and high
performance-to-price ratios, the Easymatrix and Promatrix diecutters are profitable solutions for commercial postpress as well as for
packaging converting. Heidelberg will continue to install and service
Promatrix and Easymatrix equipment.
We are also introducing the Diana Smart 115 (in addition to the
already available Diana Smart 55 and 80), complementing the highcapacity Diana X 80 and Diana X 115 folding carton gluing systems
in our converting lineup. Look for more innovations in postpress
packaging from Heidelberg and Masterwork as we get closer to
drupa 2016.
We are excited about what lies ahead. Combining the R&D focus
and manufacturing capabilities of Masterwork Machinery with the
support network of Heidelberg is a winning combination. To review our complete portfolio for the converting market, please go
to http://sso.us.heidelberg.com/packaging_guide/ and download
Volumes 1 through 4 of “A Guide to Heidelberg Packaging.” The
series covers our packaging solutions in prepress, press, postpress,
consumables, and service.
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From the Heidelberg Gallery:

Portraits of
Productivity
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eidelberg makes products. It sells productivity. Everything in our portfolio of machines, consumable supplies,
software, and services does something specific. But, the
big picture—the one you care about—is the end result. In
your shop, you use our solutions to deliver results you can
measure: makeready time saved, waste sheets reduced,
jobs per shift increased, and above all, profitability improved.
Any product bearing the Heidelberg name is designed to help you optimize your profitability on every job. Here are portraits of four solutions
from across our entire range that represent the ways in which we can assist your productivity.

No Such Thing as “Impossible”

You have a print buyer for whom you printed and finished 5,000 copies
of a 25.5" six-panel, four-color-plus job on 18-pt. coated stock—and now
your customer wants another 150 copies by the end of the day. The output quality has to match the offset version you produced earlier. How will
you deliver on time, and to the customer's satisfaction?
Until recently, doing it profitably would have been nearly impossible. But,
Heidelberg’s Linoprint CV and Linoprint CP digital presses have changed
the rules with their range of applications, high production volumes,
offset-matching quality, and class-leading reliability. Best of all, you get
everything in one package at a fraction of previous digital press acquisition and operating costs. It's a full-spectrum solution.
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Jobs begin in a workflow controlled by Heidelberg’s new and
easy to use Prinect Digital Front End (DFE), designed to substantially cut down the number of reprints that shops experience
due to file errors. For color matching offset presses or digital
proofing systems, the DFE uses Prinect Color Toolbox software
to perform rapid color profiling of all printing devices in the
shop. The Linoprint CP’s built-in densitometer and closed-loop
control system minimize color variation to a ∆E value of less
than 2 within the color gamut of the machine.
Sheet travel is trouble-free at Linoprint CP’s class-leading speed
of 130 letter-sized sheets/min (simplex). Sheets can be as large
as 13" x 27.5" and as heavy as 400 gsm (18 pt.) perfected (duplex).
Performance on textured and synthetic stocks is exceptional.
A true workhorse, the Linoprint CP thrives on average volumes
of 1 million letter-sized impressions per month with peaks of up
to 1.75 million. Rounding out the picture with a complete set of
inline finishing options for commercial print quality finished
product makes the Linoprint CP’s value proposition clear.
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When the Folder Paces the Press

An offset press running at 18,000 sheets per hour delivers
a pallet of freshly printed sheets on the floor every 30 minutes—that’s 16 skids every eight hours. A folder running at,
say, one-third of that speed is going to cause a serious production bottleneck before long!
The new Stahlfolder PFX pallet feeder eliminates the bottlenecks by separating sheets from the pallet in two different
acceleration levels and guiding them as an overlapping
stream onto the transfer table. Separation on the PFX transfer table is gentler to the sheets, making production faster
and more stable than with conventional PFH pallet feeders.
With PFX feeder technology and today’s coating techniques,
there’s no need for fanning or any other kind of preliminary
sheet handling. Makeready is reduced, and the operator can
concentrate entirely on sending sheets through the folder
at its top rated speed. That means more signatures finished
per shift with one person at the helm no matter how fast the
presses are running.

Early adopters of InterTech Award-winning PFX feeder technology have reported massive increases in net output. One new
PFX-equipped Stahlfolder can easily replace the capacity of two
or even three older machines, sharply reducing the labor, space,
and overhead costs associated with them. With PFX feeder technology, the return on investment is easy to calculate and not
long to wait for.

Best to Even Better with X-Package

A press with more 100,000 units installed around the world
must be doing something right—but that wasn’t enough for
Heidelberg and its Speedmaster CD 102. Now, the world’s bestselling 40" sheetfed press has become even more formidable
with X-Package, a suite of productivity-boosting advancements
that make it peerless in its class.
The X-Package features come from Heidelberg’s ultra-highperformance XL series presses. With these enhancements, the
Speedmaster CD 102 can be up to 50% more productive than its
earlier generation and its late-model competition.
The precision of Preset Plus feeding and delivery from
the XL series is standard on the Speedmaster CD 102 with
X-Package, as is the efficiency of AutoPlate plate changing. A
built-in spectrophotometer (Easy Control) provides closed-loop
color management. Everything is under the watchful eye of
Prinect Press Center with Intellistart press control, an operating
system that streamlines changeovers and makereadies by automatically selecting and executing the steps needed to get the
press ready for the next job.
The wash cloth blanket and impression cylinder wash-up system that customers have requested for years is now standard on
the CD 102 with X-Package. This makes the process quicker and
cleaner, and it uses only about 10% of the solvent consumed by
earlier-generation Speedmaster CD 102s.
It all adds up to a fast (15,000 sph) straight-printing press configurable in up to seven colors and built for consistent, reliable
output at over 40 million impressions per year. With the help of
X-Package, the Speedmaster CD 102 becomes an even stronger
performer in packaging printing, an application it handles in
weights up to 40-pt. board.

Each year, Heidelberg builds and sells more Speedmaster CD 102
units than all 40” models from other manufacturers combined.
Offering the best price-to-performance ratio in its class, Speedmaster CD 102 with X-Package outshines the competition by
every standard of comparison.

Quick-Change Mastery in Minutes

Nothing is more basic to operating efficiency in the pressroom
than plate changing. Heidelberg has the task covered with three
versions of its AutoPlate plate changing technology: semi-automatic AutoPlate, fully automatic AutoPlate XL, and between the
two, fully automatic AutoPlate Pro.
AutoPlate Pro, the newest of the trio, is a rapid plate-changing
solution for Speedmaster presses SX 74, XL 75, SX 102, CX 102,
and XL 106. With AutoPlate Pro, plates can be changed in about
half the time it would take with the semi-automatic version of
AutoPlate. On a six-color press with coater, AutoPlate Pro can
mount all six plates in two minutes. Two and a half minutes is
the time frame for an eight-plate change.
Because plate changing is fully automatic with AutoPlate Pro,
makereadies are shorter—a cumulative time savings that makes
the press more productive. Press crews gain in efficiency as well,
since operators can tend to other machine functions while plate
changing is in progress.
The key to productivity with AutoPlate Pro is operator guidance
by Intellistart, a process automation system that communicates
directly with the plate changing component. At the press console, Intellistart autonomously initiates the pre-programmed
plate-changing sequence and directs the operator with prompts
as it proceeds. Sensors ensure that each plate is mounted correctly. With AutoPlate Pro, plate changing is stable, dependable,
and above all, quick. It can make a major contribution to press
uptime and output on all of the Speedmaster press models for
which it was designed.

A Powerful Partner in Productivity

Heidelberg Research and Development is focused on continuously increasing your uptime and productivity. This manufacturing approach to the entire printing process is designed to
result in higher profitability for your business.
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Offset Joins Forces
with Digital at eDOC
Communications
From left, eDOC
Communications
partners Mike Frank,
Brian Bending, and
Tom Meitzler

The answer to the chicken-or-the-egg conundrum in plants with
both offset and digital printing equipment usually is that offset came
first. But, there’s no reason that the riddle can’t be answered the
other way—just ask the printers at eDOC Communications.
The 16-year old business was exclusively digital until 2008, when
requests from customers for offset services led to the installation of
a six-color Speedmaster XL 105. That press, says Thomas Meitzler,
vice president of sales, “got us through the recession” and spurred
the growth of an offset capability that now accounts for about 60%
of eDOC’s volume. Offset, he says, has become part of a strategic
blend of print technologies that let eDOC “provide dynamic customer campaigns of any size, volume, and complexity, maximizing
our customers’ success.”
Based in Mt. Prospect, IL, eDOC delivers marketing communications
services to Fortune 50, 100, and 500 companies in the financial, retail, food and beverage, telecommunications, entertainment, manufacturing, and charitable sectors. About 30% of the output is direct
mail; the rest is commercial work for customers who can use online
storefronts to submit jobs 24/7. As short-run production is becoming routine for both processes, the digital press department works
around the clock to match the pace, and there’s enough offset work
to keep the Heidelberg pressroom fully committed as well.
The workload plays to the strengths of the most recent addition to
eDOC’s offset production department: a five-color, coater-equipped
Speedmaster CD 102. It is enhanced with X-Package, a set of
productivity-boosting features derived from the high-performance
Speedmaster XL series. These features let the press operate, in
Meitzler’s words, “at an entirely new level” of efficiency and reliability. With the help of the CD 102’s rapid makeready, high running
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speed, and consistent print quality, he says, “eDOC can consistently
meet and exceed expectations” in whatever offset projects come its way.
Meitzler and his co-owner partners—Michael Frank, president, and Brian
Bending, executive vice president for new business development—oversee 125 employees in two plant locations in Mt. Prospect: a 40,000-sq.ft. manufacturing center and a warehouse of the same size for inventory
management. Besides printing, binding, and mailing, services include
e-mail marketing, web-based ordering, personalized URLs, data analytics, and language translation. As a worldwide supply chain partner to its
customers, eDOC tracks inventories and manages shipping and logistics
for finished goods.
Production excellence is an ever-present objective for eDOC, which
holds ISO 9000 certification for quality management. The company
also is a GRACoL-7 certified Master Printer. “As a critical component in
the G7 process, Heidelberg’s technology provides eDOC with a powerful
tool to consistently lock in critical color,” Meitzler says. He adds that the
Speedmaster XL 105 and the Speedmaster CD 102 “never waver from
the strict G7 compliance.”
eDOC’s broad spectrum of capabilities keeps it ahead of shifts in demand, particularly a growing preference among marketers for short-run
work. With low-volume, high-end print runs aimed at strategic markets
and demographics, eDOC customers can conduct tailored, time-sensitive multichannel marketing campaigns that maximize reach
while minimizing spend.
This assures a place for print in the multichannel mix. Thanks to advanced production technologies like eDOC’s, says Meitzler, “effective
print communication has proven to be more successful than ever in
today’s competitive market.”

The DATA Group of Companies:

“We Do What We Say
We Will Do”
he quote in the headline is the corporate motto of
The DATA Group of Companies, and by it, this multicapable provider of communications management
services means that it’s committed to doing what it
does on an impressively large scale.
The DATA Group offers content and data management with execution across print and electronic channels as its specialty, and
work involving it currently represents about 35% of the company’s volume. The share will continue to grow, says Alan Roberts,
senior vice president - operations.
About 50% of The DATA Group’s print volume comes from offset
lithography, with digital printing and flexography supplying the
rest at 30% and 20% respectively. Leigh Busch, vice president
for commercial and ODS operations, says that the mix lets The
DATA Group offer customers “the right product at the right time
with the right technology” across the full range of run lengths.
Applications run the gamut from direct mail, marketing collateral, and other kinds of commercial print to labels, gift and loyalty
cards, and forms.
A new six-color Heidelberg Speedmaster CX 102 has been
making a major contribution to productivity on the offset side.
Installed last April in a newly built 115,000-sq.-ft. plant in
Calgary, Alberta, the press replaced two older 40” machines
with plenty of capacity to spare.
Its accessories include Prinect Inpress Control, a color and register monitoring system that Busch calls “an unbelievable technology” for its ability to catch and correct deviations while the
press runs at full speed. But he adds that when ∆E variations

do occur, they are small. The exceptional color consistency of the
Speedmaster CX 102 is “nothing like what we could achieve with the
old gear we had,” Busch says.
The press—the first of its kind in western Canada—went to work
after a “seamless” and quick installation, including setup and training. It joins a host of other Heidelberg production assets including a
five-color Speedmaster SM 52, a Speedmaster SM 74, Stahlfolders,
POLAR cutting systems, and what Busch describes as a “multitude”
of vintage Heidelberg letterpresses used for on-demand diecutting.
Like most printing businesses, The DATA Group is adjusting to
shorter run lengths by seeking greater production efficiency across
its entire platform. A diversified producer, the company has a longestablished flexo label printing business and has recently expanded
into wide-format printing.
Growth is foreseen in these areas as well as in direct mail, digital
asset management, and data analytics. The growth of digital printing will be driven by customers’ increasing reliance on DATAOnline,
the company’s web-to-print portal for document creation and ordering. According to Roberts, one-third of The DATA Group’s volume
already originates this way.
The company is as adept at paperless document delivery as it is at
conventional printing, and there sometimes are projects that include
no hard copy at all. But, there’s no apprehension about the future of
print at The DATA Group.
Founded in 1959, the publicly traded company is one of the top 10
print-producing businesses in Canada. It operates six plants across
the country that comprise 1.2 million square feet of space, and the
more than 1,500 people who work in these facilities helped The
DATA Group to achieve revenues of $312 million last year. The client
base is broad, spanning the financial services, retail, healthcare,
manufacturing, and public/governmental sectors, among others.
Roberts says that as long as customers continue to want multiple
touch points in their communications, print will have a role to play.
“It’s tangible, credible, and engaging,” adds Busch. They’re all reasons to think that print will remain one of the things that The DATA
Group will be doing whenever it makes good on its standing pledge
to its customers.

Leigh Busch with the
Speedmaster CX 102
in The DATA Group’s
new plant in Calgary.
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saphira consumables
a wide range of consumables to cover all of your needs – from prepress to press and postpress. our experts provide technical
and application support for saphira® products, and advise you on how to use them.
Prepress Products

Press Products

Postpress Products

Saphira Plates & Chemistry

Saphira Inks (Conventional & UV)

Saphira Stitching Wire

Saphira Proofing Paper

Saphira Coatings (Aqueous & UV)

Saphira Cutting Sticks

Saphira Digital Inks & Supplies

Saphira Glue

Saphira Press Blankets

Saphira Banderoles

Press Room Chemistries

Saphira Special Clean

Press Room Supplies
Saphira Rollers
Saphira Wash Up & Go

prinect solutions
prinect® integrates the traditionally separate areas of management, prepress, press, and postpress – automating the
entire printing process, including print shop management, online customer connection, prepress, and digital print
workflow to make-ready optimization, color, quality, machine operation and a full range of services.
Prinect Prepress

Prinect Press

Prinect Postpress

Prinect Renderer

Prinect Axis Control

Compufold Workflow CFW

Prinect Shooter

Prinect Image Control

Compustitch CSW

Prinect PDF Toolbox

Prinect Inpress Control

POLAR P-Net with Compucut

Prinect Prepress Manager

Prinect Inspection Control

Prinect Postpress Manager

Prinect Remote Access

Prinect Calibration Tools

Production Data Management

Prinect Signa Station

Prinect Classic Center
Prinect Digital Print Manager
Prinect Easy Control

Prinect Management

Prinect Online Kit

Prinect Business Manager

Prinect Color Solutions

Prinect Press Center/Prinect Press

Prinect Integration Manager

Print Color Management (PCM)

Center Compact

Prinect Media Manager

Prinect Color Toolbox

Prinect Pressroom Manager

Prinect Web-to-Print Manager

computer-to-plate devices (ctp)
based on the experience acquired with several thousands of installed ctp systems worldwide, the suprasetter® is a platesetter
generation that sets new standards in all format classes.
Product Name

Image Area, Max.

Resolution

Plates/Hour

Suprasetter A52

25.59 × 20.67"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 27

Suprasetter A75

25.59 × 29.52"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 22

Suprasetter A106

36.1 × 41.5"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 18

Suprasetter 106

36.14 × 44.88"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 21, 27, 33, 38,42

Suprasetter 145

55.63 × 57.48"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Suprasetter 162

55.63 × 64.17"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Suprasetter 190

55.63 × 75"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25

SDP-Eco 1630lllR

15.9" × 28.25"

1,200, 1,500, 1,800, 2,400 dpi

Up to 78 (12 x 18" plate)

speedmaster presses
speedmaster® sheetfed offset presses offer a high level of automation and productivity, primarily targeting
industrialized printing operations. these presses can also be flexibly equipped for a wide range of special applications.
Product Name

# Units

Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Image Size

Speedmaster SM 52

2 and 4

15,000

14.56 x 20.47"

14.17 x 20.47"

Stock Thickness
0.0012-0.016"

Speedmaster SX 52*

2-10

15,000

14.56 x 20.47"

14.17 x 20.47"

0.0012-0.016" (opt.: up to 0.024)

Speedmaster SM 74

2 and 4

15,000

20.87 x 29.13"

20.08 x 29.13"

0.0012-0.024"

Speedmaster SX 74*

2-8

2-7: 15,000, 8-10: 13,000

20.87 x 29.13"

20.08 x 29.13"

0.0012-0.024"

Speedmaster XL 75*

2-14

15,000 straight/perfecting

20.87 x 29.53" (C)

20.08 x 29.13" (C)

0.0012-0.032"

18,000 option (straight)

23.82 x 29.53" (F)

23.03 x 29.13" (F)
20.08 x 29.13" (C)

Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor*

2-12

15,000

20.87 x 29.53" (C)

0.0012-0.032"

23.82 x 29.53" (F)

23.03 x 29.13" (F)

Speedmaster CX 102

2-8

16,500

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

Speedmaster SM 102*

2-6

13,000

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.032"

Speedmaster SX 102*

2-8

14,000

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.032"

Speedmaster CD 102

2-8

2-8: 15,000

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

Speedmaster XL 106*

2-18

18,000 straight;

29.53 x 41.73"

29.13 x 41.34"

0.0012-0.040"

41.73 x 57.09"

40.94 x 57.09"

depends on application; e.g. for

47.64 x 63.78"

46.85 x 63.78"

depends on application; e.g. for

15,000 or 18,000 option for perfecting
Speedmaster XL 145*

4-12

15,000 straight; 12,000 perfecting

Speedmaster XL 162*

4-12

15,000 straight; 12,000 perfecting

16,500 or 18,000 option for straight

board: 40pt

16,500 option for straight

board: 40 pt

*perfecting option available

linoprint digital presses
the linoprint® is an advanced digital color production system built for reliability, flexibility and straightforward
operation with the print quality of an offset press.
Product Name

Max. Speed

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Stock Thickness Max. Monthly Volume

Linoprint CM

135 pg/minute

13 x 19.21"

300 gsm

450,000 A3/11 x 17" Sheets

(B/W only)
Linoprint CE

80 pg/minute

12.71 x 49.60"

300 gsm

75,000 A3/11 x 17" Sheets

Linoprint CV

90 pg/minute

13 x 49.55"

360 gsm

350,000 A3/11 x 17" Sheets

Linoprint CP

130 pg/minute

13 x 27.55"

400 gsm

850,000 A3/11 x 17" Sheets

vutek®/efi superwide format uv inkjet printers (available in u.s. only)
extend your capabilities by offering a wider range of applications – from exhibition graphics, fine art, photographic
reproduction and point-of-purchase displays to signage, banners, posters, and commercial graphics.
Model

Configuration

Print Width

Resolution

Speed

Number Of Colors

H1625 LED

hybrid, rigid, & roll-to-roll

64" (1.3m)

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi

458 ft /hr

4 plus 2 white

GS2000

hybrid, rigid, & roll-to-roll

80" (2 m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

2,000 ft2/hr

8 plus 2 white

hybrid, rigid, & roll-to-roll

126.5" (3.2 m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

2,400 ft2/hr

8 plus 2 white

2

GS2000 LX
GS3250
GS3250 LX
GS3250r

roll to roll

126.5" (3.2m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

1,200 ft2/hr

6

GS5000r

roll-to-roll

196.8" (5 m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

3,100 ft2/hr

4 and 8

H2000

hybrid, rigid, & roll-to-roll

80" (2m)

up to 1,000 dpi

1,000 ft2/hr

6 plus white

HS100

hybrid, rigid, & roll-to-roll

126.5" (3.2 m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

3,600 ft /hr

8 plus 2 white

QS3 Pro

hybrid, rigid, & roll-to-roll

126.5" (3.2 m)

up to 1,000 dpi

1,200 ft2/hr

6 plus white

R3225

roll to roll

126.5" (3.2 m)

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi

547 ft2/hr

4 color

TX 3250

roll to roll (textile)

126.5" (3.2 m)

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi

1,000 ft2/hr

8 color (solvent)

2

folders
heidelberg offers a comprehensive line of buckle plate and combination folders and mailing systems as part of the
stahlfolder® series. their modular design and range of accessories ensure maximum flexibility and productivity
Product Name

Feeder

Non-Auto

Auto

Sheet Size
Max.

Sheet Size
Min.

First
Second
Station Station

Third
Station

Fourth
Station

Roller
Diameter

Min.
Speed

Max. Speed
1st Station

Stahlfolder Ti 36

Flat Pile

X

14.17 x 25.59"

3.15 x 3.94"

6

6

1.26" (32mm)

394 in/min 6299 in/min

Stahlfolder Ti 36

Flat Pile Tremat

X

14.17 x 25.59"

5.51 x 7.48"

6

6

1.26" (32mm)

394 in/min 6299 in/min

Stahlfolder Ti 36

NSF 36

X

11.81 x 8.27"

3.15 x 4.72"

Stahlfolder Ti 52

Flat Pile

X

20.47 x 33.07" 3.94 x 5.91"

Stahlfolder Ti 52

Flat Pile Tremat

X

20.47 x 31.57"

Stahlfolder Ti 52

Round Continuous

X

20.47 x 33.07" 3.94 x 5.91"

Stahlfolder Ti 52

NSF 36

X

11.81 x 8.27"

Stahlfolder CH 56

Flat Pile Tremat

X

22.05 x 35.43" 5.51 x 7.09"

Stahlfolder CH 56

Round Continuous

X

22.05 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

Stahlfolder CH 66

Flat Pile Tremat

X

Stahlfolder CH 66

Round Continuous

6299 in/min

4 or 6

2

1.58" (40mm)

394 in/min 7874 in/min

4 or 6

4 or 6

2

1.58" (40mm)

394 in/min 7874 in/min

4 or 6

4 or 6

2

1.58" (40mm)

394 in/min 7874 in/min

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder CH 66

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder CH 78

Flat Pile Tremat

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder CH 78

Round Continuous

X

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder CH 78

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

32.28 x 47.24"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 56

Flat Pile Tremat

X

22.05 x 35.43" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 56

Round Continuous

X

22.05 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 66

Flat Pile Tremat

X

X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 66

Round Continuous

X

X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 66

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 82

Flat Pile Tremat

X

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

2

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 82

Round Continuous

X

X

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

2

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 82

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

X

32.28 x 47.24"

4 or 6

4 or 6

4

2

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 7874 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 56

Flat Pile Tremat

X

X

22.05 x 35.43" 5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4, 6, or 8

2 or 4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 56

Round Continuous

X

X

22.05 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4, 6, or 8

2 or 4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 66

Flat Pile Tremat

X

X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4 or 6 (56) 2 or 4

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

2

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

2

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

2

1.73" (44mm)

984 in/min 9055 in/min

5.51 x 7.87"

4 or 6

1.26" (32mm)

3.15 x 4.27"

5.51 x 7.09"

5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, 8 (66) (56 & 66)
Stahlfolder TH 66

Round Continuous

X

X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4 or 6 (56) 2 or 4
4, 6, 8 (66) (56 & 66)

Stahlfolder TH 66

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4 or 6 (56) 2 or 4
4, 6, 8 (66) (56 & 66)

Stahlfolder TH 82

Flat Pile Tremat

X

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4, 6, or 8

2 or 4 (56)
4 (66)

Stahlfolder TH 82

Round Continuous

X

X

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4, 6, or 8

2 or 4 (56)
4 (66)

Stahlfolder TH 82

Pallet Feeder

X

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4, 6, or 8

4, 6, or 8

2 or 4 (56)
4 (66)

Stahlfolder KH 66

Flat Pile Tremat

X

X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 66

Round Continuous

X

X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 66

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

X

25.98 x 40.94" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 78

Flat Pile Tremat

X

30.71 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 78

Round Continuous

X

30.71 x 50.39"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 78

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

30.71 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 82

Flat Pile Tremat

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 82

Round Continuous

X

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 82

Pallet Feeder Tremat

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 82

PFX Feeder

X

32.28 x 47.24"

5.51 x 7.09"

4 or 6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 94

Pallet Feeder Tremat X

37 x 51.96"

12.59 x 7.08"

4 or 6

4, 6, or 8

4 (66)

4/2 (56)

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 96

PFX Feeder

38 x 51.97"

16.54 x 11.81"

6

4, 6, or 8

4 (66)

2 (56)

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

No Shingling
Stahlfolder TX 82

PFX Feeder

X

32.28 x 44.29" 16.54 x 11.81"

6

6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder TX 96

PFX Feeder

X

38 x 51.97"

6

6

1.73" (44mm)

9055 in/min

16.54 x 11.81"

and
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cutters
polar® high-speed cutters meet the highest demands regarding quality, efficiency, and
durability. the high-speed cutter can be employed both as an individual machine or the center
of an automatic cutting system.
Cutters

Cutting Width

Clamp Opening

Feed Depth

POLAR 56

22"

3.15"

22"

POLAR 66

26.375"

3.125"

26.375"

POLAR 78

30.6875"

4.75"

30.6875"

POLAR 80

31.5"

3.93"

31.5"

POLAR 92

36.25"

5.125"

36.25"

POLAR 115

45.25"

6.5"

45.25"

POLAR 137

54"

6.5"

57"

POLAR 155

61"

6.5"

61" (78" opt.)

POLAR 176

69.3125"

6.5"

88.5"

GUIDE

polar pace cutting systems:
PACE stands for “POLAR Automation for Cutting Efficiency.” These systems, consisting of POLAR cutters integrated with components for jogging,
turning, loading, and unloading, offer the highest level of automated productivity with the lowest level of staffing. PACE systems can be configured
around POLAR high speed cutters 137, 155, and 176.

Product Name

Performance

Top Trim Min/Max

Front Trim Min/Max.

Bottom Trim Min/Max.

Book Thickness

POLAR BC 330 3-Side Trimmer

220 books/hr (single mode)

0.08 — 3.94 in.

0.08 — 3.94 in.

0.08 — 3.94 in.

0.12 — 2.01 in.

520 books/hr (multiple mode)

diecutters
high productivity and greater flexibility for effective die cutting and embossing. heidelberg's die cutters are ideal for a
whole host of applications – from short to long runs and from complex layouts to just-in-time packaging production.
Diecutting

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Machine Speed Max.

Easymatrix 106 C/CS

29.53 × 41.73"

14.2 × 17.8"

7,700 sheets/hour

Promatrix 106 CS

29.92 × 41.73"

11.81 × 13.78"

8,000 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 82 CS

23.82 × 32.09"

11.02 × 12.06"

8,000 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 105 C/CS

29.53 × 41.33"

11.81 × 13.78"

7,500 sheets/hour

folding carton gluing
high processing quality, short make-ready times and consistent
user-friendliness for high-performance handling of up to
200,000 folding cartons per hour. produce a broad spectrum of
sophisticated and premium cartons in a highly economic way.
Product Name

Width, Max.

Length, Max.

Machine Speed, Max.

Easygluer 100

39.37"

29.56"

1,000 fpm

Diana Smart 55

21.60"

23.60"

1,500 fpm

Diana Smart 80

31.50"

23.60"

1,500 fpm

Diana Smart 115

45.28"

35.43"

1,500 fpm

Diana X 80

31.50"

35.43"

1,640 fpm/2,132 fpm option

Diana X 115

45.28"

35.43"

1,640/2,132 fpm option

Heidelberg Direct • SHOW US YOUR HEIDELBERG

The Speedmaster XL 106-5+L UV at Think Patented

(Miamisburg, OH) was the focal point of a process improvement effort undertaken with the
guidance of experts from Heidelberg’s Performance Plus business consulting service. The
results after 12 months: 620 production hours and nearly $238,000 saved through a 50
percent reduction in makeready waste and a 20 percent average performance increase.
From left: Richard Mack, Heidelberg; Joe Herman, Think Patented; Oliver Demus, Heidelberg;
Ken McNerney, CEO and owner, Think Patented; Niels Winther, chairman and owner, Think
Patented; and Mark Reed, Think Patented.
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Mike Ferag and Bassem Ferag of Execuprint
with their new EFI H1625 wide-format
hybrid six-color LED UV printer, supplied by
Heidelberg. The H1625 can print on flexible
and rigid materials up to 2" thick. A longtime
Heidelberg customer, the Chatsworth, CA,
family firm now offers a full selection of
sheetfed offset, sheetfed digital and digital
wide-format inkjet printing services.

The installation of a Stahlfolder TH 66 continuousfeed folder with SPH stream delivery and integrated pressing has stepped up postpress productivity
at Franklin Press (Baton Rouge, LA). From left:
Scott Richard, finishing manager; Luis Perez,
Heidelberg service engineer; Gene Smith, operations manager; Dominick Jackson, folder operator.

3

At James Litho, a Linoprint C901+
digital press from Heidelberg has been
integrated into the Ontario, CA, shop's
existing Prinect management and production
workflow for commercial and packaging
printing. Seen with it here are Peter Vincent
(left), manager of the digital print department;
and Rick Torres, prepress manager.

In Manchester, NH, Spectrum Marketing Companies recently invested in a pre-owned, 2011
Speedmaster XL 75 8-color 4/4 perfector with
Prinect Axis Control to replace an earlier-model
Speedmaster, also pre-owned. From left: Doug
Roberts, vice president of operations, and press
operators Rob Cowan and Matt Burbank.
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Prepress Workflow: Prinect Prinance, Prinect Prepress Manager,
Prinect Signa Station, Prinect MetaDimension,
400 lpi Heidelberg Hybrid Screening technology
Platemaking: Suprasetter S105 with Saphira Thermoplate PN plates
Printing: Speedmaster XL 105-6+LX with Prinect Image Control
Varnish: Saphira Matte Effect Coating
Finishing: POLAR 137 XT cutter with RA4 jogger and
Transomat unloader, POLAR Pile Turner, Stahlfolder TH 82
automated folder, Stitchmaster ST 450 fully automated stitcher
Fonts: HeidelbergGothicMl, HeidelbergGothicCapsMI,
HeidelbergAntiquaML
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